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The Reality in the European Union

Growth in Transport energy 
consumption, in CO2 emissions, 
and in travel

All between 18%-23% (2000 –
2005)

Reduced use of cars in city 
centres, but continued growth in 
suburbs

Targets now 80% reduction by 
2050 (on 2000 levels) –
maximum contribution of 
technology about half of this 
figure – the balance is in 
behavioural change
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The New Imperative

Estimates of 390 CO2 ppmv 2009

The Facts – tCO2 2006
Total Transport

Global 4.37 1.07

EU27 9.28 2.53

US 19.45 6.80

Target 2.00 0.75

China 4.07 0.45

India 1.07 0.10

Scale of the Problem
Involvement of the US - 5% population, 30% of cars and 
45% of global CO2 from cars

Considerable variation between cities - >50% of energy use 
in Mexico City, Hong Kong and Cape Town from transport

Inequality in access to transport and in income levels –
Beijing has the lowest Gini Coefficient (0.22) but Hong 
Kong has one of the highest (0.53)

Question here – most transport investment benefits the rich 
and not the poor?
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Guardian 23/10/08

Mega Cities

Priorities

Rich Cities –
pollution and 
consumption

Poor Cities –
income, health and 
clean water

Urban Inequalities
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Curitiba

Singapore
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Drowned and Dangerous:   
Cities and Climate Change

Climate Change and 
Coastal Mega Cities

20 Mega Cities – 15 are 
coastal

Asian mega cities most 
at risk – but even 
London

Thames Barrier

Constructed 1974-1983

Tide and sea surges for the “100 year event”

£1300m (2001 prices)

Damage potential £30b
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London Futures?

TRIPS
Substitute or not 

make them

DISTANCE
Shorten trip 

lengths 
Land use 
planning

MODE
Use of public 

transport, 
walk and 

cycle

EFFICIENCY
Load factors

Fuels
Efficiency

Design

Sustainable mobility explores ways of travelling less rather 
than travelling more, to overcome the problems of capacity, 
and also to address the environmental imperative.

Sustainable Mobility 
Paradigm
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1.  Reducing the need to travel –
substitution
• Trip no longer made – replaced by non travel              
activity or substituted through technology

2.  Transport Policy Measures –
Modal Shift

• Promotion of walk and cycle

• Slowing down of urban traffic

• Demand management

• Investment in public transport

• Flexible use of streets

• No rebound effects
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3. Land Use Policy Measures –
Distance Reduction

• Build sustainable mobility into patterns of 
urban form and layout

• Increase densities and concentration – mixed 
use developments, housing location

Greenwich and 
Camden - London

4.  Technological Innovation –
Efficiency Increase

• Best available technology –
lean burn and plug in 
hybrids

• Alternative fuels –
renewable electricity and 
Biofuels (?)

• Restrictions – clean parts of 
the city

• Ecological driving and 
slower speeds

• Increase load factors
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Key Land Use and Planning 
Issues

1.Reduce travel distances in cites - proximity

2.Clustering of services and facilities – accessibility

3.Allocation of space according to priority user –
streets are a common resource – flexibility in use

4.Neighbourhoods for people

Lessons from Land Use

Walk, Cycling and Public 
Transport needs minimum 
density:

Bus: 25 dw/ha
LRT: 60 dw/ha
Exceed recent densities
Big gain from 30-35 dw/ha
Plus “pyramids” up to 60 

dw/ha round rail stations
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Planning for City Futures

Illustrate the principles in London
1.Density of Development
2.Proximity and Quality
3.Local Neighbourhoods 

and Design

1. Compact, Public Transport 
Bike Walk Oriented
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2.  Pedestrianised
CBDs
Traffic Calming

3.  High-Quality Public Transport
Integration: Heavy/Light Rail
Restraining Traffic by Congestion 
Charging
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4.  Integration of land use and 
transport – regeneration and 
transport development areas

Conclusions – Implications 
for Cities in China and for 

Hong Kong
1. Cities following the same path – affluent middle classes 

buying cars

2. Public transport and cycles being squeezed out

3. Car dominates the urban environment

4. Many cities not designed for the car – not enough space

5. Transport becomes the maker and breaker of cities

6. Need a vision of the future city – not one that is 
increasing inequity

7. Need strong leadership and governance structures
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Leapfrogging –
Technological Innovation

Encourage investment in low carbon transport options in 
cities in rapidly developing countries

Large scale commitment to carbon intensive modes 
avoided

Finance this out of a premium on transport fuel in rich 
countries

Reduces pressure on oil – maintains and enhances 
security and stability of prices – develop a new market and 
cut global oil demand by 7-11% by 2030 in Asian cities

Large Oil Importer

Entity/City A
Oil Consumption

Developing Country

Entity/City B

Finance

Fixed infrastructure

High incremental cost

New infrastructure

Low incremental cost

Fuel Security Credits

Better Urban Planning
Transport Efficiency

Alternative Fuel

Trading is similar to CDM

New “Fuel Security Credit”
concept
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Urban 
planning

Transport 
Efficiency

Alternative 
Fuels

Fuel (and 
Savings)

Reduced reliance on imported oil

Energy Security 
Attributes

“Fuel 
Security 
Credits”

Avoided emissions
(e.g. CO2, NOx, SO2, PM, etc.)

Environmental 
Attributes

“NOx/SO2; 
Carbon 
Credits”

Aim to make “cobenefits” actually pay!

New project developed by the ADB, together 
with TSU and IEA

Cities for Traffic or Cities 
for People?

Thank You
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